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Text 
All the skilled men among the workmen made the tabernacle with ten curtains of finely twisted linen and 

blue, purple and scarlet yarn, with cherubim worked into them by a skilled craftsman. 
9 
All the curtains 

were the same size-- twenty-eight cubits long and four cubits wide. 
10 

They joined five of the curtains 

together and did the same with the other five. 
11 

Then they made loops of blue material along the edge of 

the end curtain in one set, and the same was done with the end curtain in the other set. 
12 

They also made 

fifty loops on one curtain and fifty loops on the end curtain of the other set, with the loops opposite each 

other. 
13 

Then they made fifty gold clasps and used them to fasten the two sets of curtains together so that 

the tabernacle was a unit. 
14 

They made curtains of goat hair for the tent over the tabernacle-- eleven 

altogether. 
15 

All eleven curtains were the same size-- thirty cubits long and four cubits wide. 
16 

They joined 

five of the curtains into one set and the other six into another set. 
17 

Then they made fifty loops along the 

edge of the end curtain in one set and also along the edge of the end curtain in the other set. 
18 

They made 

fifty bronze clasps to fasten the tent together as a unit. 
19 

Then they made for the tent a covering of ram 

skins dyed red, and over that a covering of hides of sea cows. 
20 

They made upright frames of acacia wood 

for the tabernacle. 
21 

Each frame was ten cubits long and a cubit and a half wide, 
22 

with two projections set 

parallel to each other. They made all the frames of the tabernacle in this way. 
23 

They made twenty frames 

for the south side of the tabernacle 
24 

and made forty silver bases to go under them-- two bases for each 

frame, one under each projection. 
25 

For the other side, the north side of the tabernacle, they made twenty 

frames 
26 

and forty silver bases-- two under each frame. 
27 

They made six frames for the far end, that is, the 

west end of the tabernacle, 
28 

and two frames were made for the corners of the tabernacle at the far end. 
29 

At these two corners the frames were double from the bottom all the way to the top and fitted into a single 

ring; both were made alike. 
30 

So there were eight frames and sixteen silver bases-- two under each frame. 
31 

They also made crossbars of acacia wood: five for the frames on one side of the tabernacle, 
32 

five for 

those on the other side, and five for the frames on the west, at the far end of the tabernacle. 
33 

They made 

the center crossbar so that it extended from end to end at the middle of the frames. 
34 

They overlaid the 

frames with gold and made gold rings to hold the crossbars. They also overlaid the crossbars with gold. 
35 

They made the curtain of blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely twisted linen, with cherubim worked into 

it by a skilled craftsman. 
36 

They made four posts of acacia wood for it and overlaid them with gold. They 

made gold hooks for them and cast their four silver bases. 
37 

For the entrance to the tent they made a 

curtain of blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely twisted linen-- the work of an embroiderer; 
38 

and they 

made five posts with hooks for them. They overlaid the tops of the posts and their bands with gold and 

made their five bases of bronze. 

37:1 Bezalel made the ark of acacia wood-- two and a half cubits long, a cubit and a half wide, and a cubit 

and a half high. 
2 
He overlaid it with pure gold, both inside and out, and made a gold molding around it. 

3 

He cast four gold rings for it and fastened them to its four feet, with two rings on one side and two rings on 

the other. 
4 
Then he made poles of acacia wood and overlaid them with gold. 

5 
And he inserted the poles 

into the rings on the sides of the ark to carry it. 
6 
He made the atonement cover of pure gold-- two and a 

half cubits long and a cubit and a half wide. 
7 
Then he made two cherubim out of hammered gold at the 
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ends of the cover. 
8 
He made one cherub on one end and the second cherub on the other; at the two ends he 

made them of one piece with the cover. 
9 
The cherubim had their wings spread upward, overshadowing the 

cover with them. The cherubim faced each other, looking toward the cover. 
10 

They made the table of acacia 

wood-- two cubits long, a cubit wide, and a cubit and a half high. 
11 

Then they overlaid it with pure gold 

and made a gold molding around it. 
12 

They also made around it a rim a handbreadth wide and put a gold 

molding on the rim. 
13 

They cast four gold rings for the table and fastened them to the four corners, where 

the four legs were. 
14 

The rings were put close to the rim to hold the poles used in carrying the table. 
15 

The 

poles for carrying the table were made of acacia wood and were overlaid with gold. 
16 

And they made from 

pure gold the articles for the table-- its plates and dishes and bowls and its pitchers for the pouring out of 

drink offerings. 
17 

They made the lampstand of pure gold and hammered it out, base and shaft; its 

flowerlike cups, buds and blossoms were of one piece with it. 
18 

Six branches extended from the sides of the 

lampstand-- three on one side and three on the other. 
19 

Three cups shaped like almond flowers with buds 

and blossoms were on one branch, three on the next branch and the same for all six branches extending 

from the lampstand. 
20 

And on the lampstand were four cups shaped like almond flowers with buds and 

blossoms. 
21 

One bud was under the first pair of branches extending from the lampstand, a second bud 

under the second pair, and a third bud under the third pair-- six branches in all. 
22 

The buds and the 

branches were all of one piece with the lampstand, hammered out of pure gold. 
23 

They made its seven 

lamps, as well as its wick trimmers and trays, of pure gold. 
24 

They made the lampstand and all its 

accessories from one talent of pure gold. 
25 

They made the altar of incense out of acacia wood. It was 

square, a cubit long and a cubit wide, and two cubits high--its horns of one piece with it. 
26 

They overlaid 

the top and all the sides and the horns with pure gold, and made a gold molding around it. 
27 

They made 

two gold rings below the molding-- two on opposite sides-- to hold the poles used to carry it. 
28 

They made 

the poles of acacia wood and overlaid them with gold. 
29 

They also made the sacred anointing oil and the 

pure, fragrant incense-- the work of a perfumer. 

38:1 They built the altar of burnt offering of acacia wood, three cubits high; it was square, five cubits long 

and five cubits wide. 
2 
They made a horn at each of the four corners, so that the horns and the altar were of 

one piece, and they overlaid the altar with bronze. 
3 
They made all its utensils of bronze-- its pots, shovels, 

sprinkling bowls, meat forks and firepans. 
4 
They made a grating for the altar, a bronze network, to be 

under its ledge, halfway up the altar. 
5 
They cast bronze rings to hold the poles for the four corners of the 

bronze grating. 
6 
They made the poles of acacia wood and overlaid them with bronze. 

7 
They inserted the 

poles into the rings so they would be on the sides of the altar for carrying it. They made it hollow, out of 

boards. 
8 
They made the bronze basin and its bronze stand from the mirrors of the women who served at the 

entrance to the Tent of Meeting. 
9 
Next they made the courtyard. The south side was a hundred cubits long 

and had curtains of finely twisted linen, 
10 

with twenty posts and twenty bronze bases, and with silver hooks 

and bands on the posts. 
11 

The north side was also a hundred cubits long and had twenty posts and twenty 

bronze bases, with silver hooks and bands on the posts. 
12 

The west end was fifty cubits wide and had 

curtains, with ten posts and ten bases, with silver hooks and bands on the posts. 
13 

The east end, toward the 

sunrise, was also fifty cubits wide. 
14 

Curtains fifteen cubits long were on one side of the entrance, with 

three posts and three bases, 
15 

and curtains fifteen cubits long were on the other side of the entrance to the 

courtyard, with three posts and three bases. 
16 

All the curtains around the courtyard were of finely twisted 

linen. 
17 

The bases for the posts were bronze. The hooks and bands on the posts were silver, and their tops 

were overlaid with silver; so all the posts of the courtyard had silver bands. 
18 

The curtain for the entrance 

to the courtyard was of blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely twisted linen-- the work of an embroiderer. 

It was twenty cubits long and, like the curtains of the courtyard, five cubits high, 
19 

with four posts and four 

bronze bases. Their hooks and bands were silver, and their tops were overlaid with silver. 
20 

All the tent 

pegs of the tabernacle and of the surrounding courtyard were bronze. 
21 

These are the amounts of the 

materials used for the tabernacle, the tabernacle of the Testimony, which were recorded at Moses' 

command by the Levites under the direction of Ithamar son of Aaron, the priest. 
22 

(Bezalel son of Uri, the 

son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah, made everything the LORD commanded Moses; 
23 

with him was Oholiab 

son of Ahisamach, of the tribe of Dan-- a craftsman and designer, and an embroiderer in blue, purple and 

scarlet yarn and fine linen.) 
24 

The total amount of the gold from the wave offering used for all the work on 

the sanctuary was 29 talents and 730 shekels, according to the sanctuary shekel. 
25 

The silver obtained from 

those of the community who were counted in the census was 100 talents and 1,775 shekels, according to the 

sanctuary shekel-- 
26 

one beka per person, that is, half a shekel, according to the sanctuary shekel, from 

everyone who had crossed over to those counted, twenty years old or more, a total of 603,550 men. 
27 

The 

100 talents of silver were used to cast the bases for the sanctuary and for the curtain-- 100 bases from the 
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100 talents, one talent for each base. 
28 

They used the 1,775 shekels to make the hooks for the posts, to 

overlay the tops of the posts, and to make their bands. 
29 

The bronze from the wave offering was 70 talents 

and 2,400 shekels. 
30 

They used it to make the bases for the entrance to the Tent of Meeting, the bronze 

altar with its bronze grating and all its utensils, 
31 

the bases for the surrounding courtyard and those for its 

entrance and all the tent pegs for the tabernacle and those for the surrounding courtyard. 

39:1 From the blue, purple and scarlet yarn they made woven garments for ministering in the sanctuary. 

They also made sacred garments for Aaron, as the LORD commanded Moses. 
2 
They made the ephod of 

gold, and of blue, purple and scarlet yarn, and of finely twisted linen. 
3 
They hammered out thin sheets of 

gold and cut strands to be worked into the blue, purple and scarlet yarn and fine linen-- the work of a 

skilled craftsman. 
4 
They made shoulder pieces for the ephod, which were attached to two of its corners, so 

it could be fastened. 
5 
Its skillfully woven waistband was like it-- of one piece with the ephod and made with 

gold, and with blue, purple and scarlet yarn, and with finely twisted linen, as the LORD commanded 

Moses. 
6 
They mounted the onyx stones in gold filigree settings and engraved them like a seal with the 

names of the sons of Israel. 
7 
Then they fastened them on the shoulder pieces of the ephod as memorial 

stones for the sons of Israel, as the LORD commanded Moses. 
8 
They fashioned the breastpiece-- the work 

of a skilled craftsman. They made it like the ephod: of gold, and of blue, purple and scarlet yarn, and of 

finely twisted linen. 
9 
It was square-- a span long and a span wide-- and folded double. 

10 
Then they 

mounted four rows of precious stones on it. In the first row there was a ruby, a topaz and a beryl; 
11 

in the 

second row a turquoise, a sapphire and an emerald; 
12 

in the third row a jacinth, an agate and an amethyst; 
13 

in the fourth row a chrysolite, an onyx and a jasper. They were mounted in gold filigree settings. 
14 

There 

were twelve stones, one for each of the names of the sons of Israel, each engraved like a seal with the name 

of one of the twelve tribes. 
15 

For the breastpiece they made braided chains of pure gold, like a rope. 
16 

They 

made two gold filigree settings and two gold rings, and fastened the rings to two of the corners of the 

breastpiece. 
17 

They fastened the two gold chains to the rings at the corners of the breastpiece, 
18 

and the 

other ends of the chains to the two settings, attaching them to the shoulder pieces of the ephod at the front. 
19 

They made two gold rings and attached them to the other two corners of the breastpiece on the inside 

edge next to the ephod. 
20 

Then they made two more gold rings and attached them to the bottom of the 

shoulder pieces on the front of the ephod, close to the seam just above the waistband of the ephod. 
21 

They 

tied the rings of the breastpiece to the rings of the ephod with blue cord, connecting it to the waistband so 

that the breastpiece would not swing out from the ephod-- as the LORD commanded Moses. 
22 

They made 

the robe of the ephod entirely of blue cloth-- the work of a weaver-- 
23 

with an opening in the center of the 

robe like the opening of a collar, and a band around this opening, so that it would not tear. 
24 

They made 

pomegranates of blue, purple and scarlet yarn and finely twisted linen around the hem of the robe. 
25 

And 

they made bells of pure gold and attached them around the hem between the pomegranates. 
26 

The bells and 

pomegranates alternated around the hem of the robe to be worn for ministering, as the LORD commanded 

Moses. 
27 

For Aaron and his sons, they made tunics of fine linen-- the work of a weaver-- 
28 

and the turban 

of fine linen, the linen headbands and the undergarments of finely twisted linen. 
29 

The sash was of finely 

twisted linen and blue, purple and scarlet yarn-- the work of an embroiderer-- as the LORD commanded 

Moses. 
30 

They made the plate, the sacred diadem, out of pure gold and engraved on it, like an inscription 

on a seal: HOLY TO THE LORD. 
31 

Then they fastened a blue cord to it to attach it to the turban, as the 

LORD commanded Moses. 
32 

So all the work on the tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting, was completed. The 

Israelites did everything just as the LORD commanded Moses. 
33 

Then they brought the tabernacle to 

Moses: the tent and all its furnishings, its clasps, frames, crossbars, posts and bases; 
34 

the covering of ram 

skins dyed red, the covering of hides of sea cows and the shielding curtain; 
35 

the ark of the Testimony with 

its poles and the atonement cover; 
36 

the table with all its articles and the bread of the Presence; 
37 

the pure 

gold lampstand with its row of lamps and all its accessories, and the oil for the light; 
38 

the gold altar, the 

anointing oil, the fragrant incense, and the curtain for the entrance to the tent; 
39 

the bronze altar with its 

bronze grating, its poles and all its utensils; the basin with its stand; 
40 

the curtains of the courtyard with its 

posts and bases, and the curtain for the entrance to the courtyard; the ropes and tent pegs for the 

courtyard; all the furnishings for the tabernacle, the Tent of Meeting; 
41 

and the woven garments worn for 

ministering in the sanctuary, both the sacred garments for Aaron the priest and the garments for his sons 

when serving as priests. 
42 

The Israelites had done all the work just as the LORD had commanded Moses. 
43 

Moses inspected the work and saw that they had done it just as the LORD had commanded. So Moses 

blessed them. 
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Introduction 

Wow, that was a long passage—a good dose of the public reading of Scripture the Bible 

talks about. Thanks for reading that, worship team. And I praise God for your enduring 

attentiveness to the reading of this sizeable portion of God’s word. The basic idea I’ll 

draw from that passage is that the new world is as good as made. “The new world?” you 

might ask. “Didn’t we just look at a description of the construction of the tabernacle? 

What does that have to do with a new world being created?” Well, listen up, and you’ll 

find out. But first, let’s take a moment to ask God for his blessing for this message. Let’s 

pray. 

Lord, please expand our minds according to the wisdom of your Son, whose breadth of 

mind is not only like the sand on the seashore, but is the very wisdom responsible for 

calling it, the sea, the earth, the heavens, and all that live therein into being. Fill us with 

the knowledge of your will in all spiritual wisdom and understanding so as to walk in a 

manner worthy of you, bearing fruit in every good work. Let your Word and Spirit dwell 

within us richly, Lord, speaking to us even now. Show us, Father, that what we really 

long for, our greatest hopes and dreams, can only truly be fulfilled in Jesus. We ask this 

in Jesus’ name and for his glory. Amen. 

 

Passage Summary/Overview: 

The passage we just had read to us was really big, wasn’t it? So let me just give you a 

succinct overview of it, as sort of a thumbnail sketch. The passage can be organized into 

seven sections: First, work is done to form the tabernacle. Second, work is done to fill the 

tabernacle. Third, the materials used for the tabernacle are cited. Fourth, priestly clothing 

is fashioned. Fifth, all the work is presented to Moses. Sixth, the work is inspected by 

Moses. And finally, the people are blessed by Moses for their work. 

So what’s the main stuff that we see in this large swath of Scripture? Well, at first, I was 

going to zoom in on wisdom. We see that this great work can only be done by skilled 

craftsmen. Verse 8 says, “All the skilled men among the workmen made the tabernacle 

with ten curtains of finely twisted linen and blue, purple and scarlet yarn, with cherubim 

worked into them by a skilled craftsman.”
1
 The word used to describe these skilled 

craftsmen is used elsewhere in the Bible to speak of Joseph’s wisdom in the 

administration of Egypt’s affairs (Gen. 41.33) and of King Solomon’s God-given wisdom 

(1 Ki. 2.9). So I was thinking about centering my main point in talking about how it takes 

wisdom to do good works, in knowing both what needs to be done and how to do it.  

We do see that here in this passage. However, that’s only a secondary matter. As I mused 

upon the wisdom necessary for good deeds, and as I read through this passage, I kept 

bumping into the actual deeds themselves described throughout this passage. The work is 

done. The work is presented. The work is inspected. The workers are blessed. So 

although it would be good to talk about wisdom, it seems much more appropriate to 

center the remainder of this morning’s message on the work such wisdom accomplishes, 

that is, if this sermon is to be an actual exposition of this particular passage of Scripture. 

One neat thing about this particular passage is that it sort of summarizes itself, as you just 

heard. In chapter 39, verse 32 says, “So all the work on the tabernacle, the Tent of 
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Meeting, was completed. The Israelites did everything just as the LORD commanded 

Moses. Then they brought the tabernacle to Moses: the tent and all its furnishings, its 

clasps, frames, crossbars…” etc. And the last two verses wrap it up, stating that “The 

Israelites had done all the work just as the LORD had commanded Moses. Moses 

inspected the work and saw that they had done it just as the LORD had commanded. So 

Moses blessed them.” 

They did the work just as God commanded. So good works involve both wisdom and 

exact obedience. We need to do exactly what God says. But is that what this is all about? 

No. Something much bigger is going on here. We need to see how this obedient work is 

described in order to appreciate what this is all about. 

You see, Moses had already taken up virtually the same large amount of text to describe 

how the tabernacle was to be made from chapters 25 to 28. Matthew Henry, after noticing 

this, asks a really helpful question concerning this. He says, 

“It may be thought strange that Moses, when he had recorded so fully the 

instructions given him upon the mount for the making of all these things, should 

here record as particularly the making of them, when it might have sufficed only 

to have said, in a few words, that each of these things was made exactly according 

to the directions before recited. We are sure that Moses, when he wrote by divine 

inspiration, used no vain repetitions; there are no idle words in scripture. Why 

then are so many chapters taken up with this narrative, which we are tempted to 

think needless and tedious?”
2
 

“Why?” indeed. Remember, Nathan has shown us that after the Israelites had corrupted 

themselves with the golden calf incident, after God had shown Moses the tabernacle 

plans, that the people were in danger of forfeiting God’s presence with them in the 

tabernacle as a result of their idolatry. There almost was no tabernacle because of their 

covenant faithlessness (Ps. 78.60, 67-72ff). But God in his grace stirred up Moses to 

intercede on their behalf. And because God allowed Moses to sort of step into Christ’s 

mediatorial shoes, God showed his mercy and grace in moving forward with the 

tabernacle wherein he would abide with his people, Israel. 

Ah, but the building of the tabernacle is more than just a second chance. It’s portrayed as 

a brand new beginning, a functional portrait of what God has in store for the whole 

universe. You see, as Moses was a type of Christ, the tabernacle was a microcosm of the 

cosmos, as Chip mentioned last week. And not only that, it was a hint or foretaste of the 

new cosmos that God was planning to create at the fullness of time.  

Let’s look at those two things in turn. First, the tabernacle as a microcosm of the cosmos. 

Second, the tabernacle as a foretaste of a new cosmos, a new world. 

 

The Tabernacle and Creation 

So, first, the tabernacle was a like a little universe, a microcosm of the macrocosm. Psalm 

78.69 shows this clearly: “And He built His sactuary like the heights,/Like the earth with 

He has founded forever.”
3
 We see this in the deep symbolism latent in everything in the 

Tabernacle. For example, The Holy of Holies, The Most Holy Place in the center of the 

tabernacle contained the Ark of the Covenant and was hidden by a curtain with guardian 
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cherubim skillfully woven into it. This Most Holy Place “was,” as G. K. Beale says, “a 

representation of God’s unseen heavenly dwelling in his temple amidst ministering 

angels and spirits (Is. 6:1-7; Ezek. 1; Rev. 4:1-11).”
4
 He goes on to say that 1 Kings 8 

shows that “‘winged’ figurines around the ark” refer to “atmospheric 

symbolism…enhanced in the tabernacle where its numerous curtains…were all made of 

the variegated colours resembling the sky (‘blue and purple and scarlet material’, Exod. 

26:31)… Apparently the ‘scarlet colour was intended to resemble the fiery colour of 

lightning and, perhaps of the sun, with the ‘blue and purple’ resembling sky blue and the 

dark blue of dark clouds.”
5
 

Our passage harkens back to the beginning of the Bible in the creation of the universe. In 

the Bible’s first chapter, Moses portrays God creating the universe in six days. In the first 

three, he forms the heavens and the earth; and in the last three he fills what he formed 

with heavenly bodies and living creatures. He forms and then fills the universe. Even so, 

we have a kind of forming and filling of the Tabernacle in our passage. In Exodus 36, the 

Tabernacle is formed. And then it’s filled in chapters 37-38 with items that symbolize 

things in the heavens and the earth.  

Chapter 39’s focus on the skillfully made garments for the priests finishes this work in 

the same way that the account of creation in Genesis comes to a climax with the creation 

of humankind, the crown and priest of creation. And mankind is created in God’s image, 

so it’s no wonder why we find no idols in the Tabernacle like you would in pagan 

temples. The priest himself is the image and likeness of God in the temple. But this image 

is not worshiped, no this image worships God and functions in a mediatorial role between 

God and the people.  

After God created everything, Moses says, “God saw all that he had made, and it was 

very good.” Likewise, after the people brought to Moses the finished Tabernacle, chapter 

39, verse 43 says “Moses inspected the work and saw that they had done it just as the 

LORD had commanded.” And the last sentence of our passage says, “So Moses blessed 

them,” just like God blessed Adam and Eve after he created them. 

So we see that Exodus is of a piece with a larger story. It interacts with Genesis as its 

foundation, and sets the stage for all that’s described in Leviticus. Not only that, but it 

also points forward with Genesis to a new creation, a longed-for reality spoken of time 

and again in the rest of holy Scripture. You see, many of the parallels between the 

creation in Genesis and the Tabernacle in Exodus could already be seen in the description 

of the Tabernacle in Exodus 25-28. So we return to our question, asking why Moses 

repeated this information. And by looking at this passage in context with the grand 

metanarrative of Scripture, we find an answer. If the plans for the tabernacle harkened 

back to the creation of the world, then the actual, historical construction of the 

tabernacle—even after God’s people had done everything necessary to forfeit its 

construction—is a harbinger of a gracious new creation that we look forward to. 

 

The Tabernacle and the New Creation 
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Now the best way to look forward is first to look back. So we can only fully appreciate 

the glorious expectation of a new creation if we look back to see how this passage is an 

echo of re-creation already reverberating in Genesis. R. E. Averbeck says, 

[T]here is something of a creation—fall—re-creation pattern in Exodus 25—31, 

32—34, 35—40, similar to Genesis 1—2, 3—6, 6—9. The term ark is common to 

both accounts; Noah’s ark is constructed like a floating “house,” a box-like 

structure similar to the ark of the covenant; and both are actually “sanctuaries” 

that are places of security in the midst of the chaos of this world. Moses is like a 

new Noah who intercedes to prevent annihilation (Ex 32—34), and both find 

favor in the eyes of the Lord (Gen 6:8; Ex 33:12-17). Moreover, the waters of the 

flood were dried up and Moses [made] the tabernacle on New Year’s Day (Gen 

8:13; Ex 40:2).
6
 

Creation—Fall—Re-creation is one way of summarizing the arc of the Bible’s big story. 

And this summary isn’t something a bunch of theologians just made up. It’s not a system 

forced onto the text; it’s something drawn from the text of this holy writ. And here we see 

it pointed to in the first two books of the Bible. Genesis begins with creation. Humanity 

rebels from God in its third chapter. And then the world is, in a sense, re-created when 

the chaotic flood waters of judgment recede, and God makes Noah into another sort of 

Adam. Creation—Fall—Re-creation. And today’s text falls into that story line as well. 

God’s spoken instructions in Exodus 25-31 are like his fiats in the creation account, 

speaking the universe into existence. Then comes a kind of Fall. The Israelites’ sinful 

strategy to worship an idol as if it were the Lord is portrayed as their participation in the 

same rebellion of Adam and Eve. And then, with God’s threat of cancelling his plans to 

be with his people in the Tabernacle as a result of their sin looming as an ever-present 

possibility, the actual construction of the tabernacle after Moses’ intercession should be 

understood as if it were a gracious new creation. 

 

Thy Kingdom Come 

You see, Tabernacle’s construction was prophetic. It proclaimed future grace. It was a 

sneak preview of a coming Kingdom, not watched in HD, but seen dimly. It was just 

some of the first rays of a glorious, eternal sunrise that will bring healing in its wings. 

This dim vision in the first part of the Bible becomes an all-encompassing, glorious new 

universe in the last part of the Bible, a new world we still look forward to, where “There 

will be no more night. [And] They will not need the light of a lamp or the light of the sun, 

for the Lord God will give [those in this new world] light. And they will reign for ever 

and ever” with him, and under him, and in him. 

And, amazingly, Christians already participate in this new age that has yet fully to come. 

For “if anyone is in Christ—new creation! The old is gone, behold, the new has come!” 

We believers, who are citizens of the US and of Chicago (and cast our ballots as such), 

are already considered citizens of that world. Not only that, but we are integral parts of it. 

When the Apostle John was told in the book of Revelation, the last book of the Bible, to 

measure the holy city, God tells him to include Christians in his measurements. We are 

the living stones in the walls, and the pillars that make up that new temple, which is the 

new universe.  
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This seems too good to be true! How is it possible that we sinners, who worship idols 

every moment could ever rightly be welcomed by God and included in the new temple-

cosmos that’s coming? Well, the only way we can see how we are built into this new 

temple, is to look first at this new temple’s cornerstone, who is the Son of God, Jesus 

Christ. 

Let’s look even at this cornerstone through the lenses of Creation, Fall, and Re-creation. 

First, Creation: The Almighty Son of God, who created the universe, humbled himself 

and became one of us creatures, without thereby ceasing to be God. Thus God’s word, 

that was forever with God and was God, became event. Even as God’s word, which 

commanded the building of the tabernacle, became actual event in its creation, so now, 

even more startlingly, “The Word became flesh and tabernacled among us.” He who fully 

participates in God as God came also to fully participate in his creation as a Jewish man. 

He who is of the same substance with God the Father came 2,000 years ago to share the 

same substance of fallen humanity without losing his divinity and without himself 

sinning, so as to condemn sin in the flesh in his atoning incarnation and death, and thus to 

raise all those in him to become truly alive human beings who love God with all their 

hearts, and with all their souls, and with all their minds, and with all their strength, and 

who love their neighbors as themselves. 

The incarnation, God’s becoming human in Jesus, is a kind of Creation, even though 

there never was a time Jesus did not exist. The first creation and Jesus’ incarnation are 

similar things, new activities in the life of God (if I may put it that way with forgiveness), 

things God had never done or become before. For God freely created the universe out of 

nothing. He did not need to do it; it was a free act of spreading the knowledge and joy he 

has of himself in and with finite creatures who are not him. It was a totally brand new 

thing. Likewise, God did not need to become in the incarnation what he never was 

before—that is, human. It was a perfectly free and sovereign and new act in the life of 

God, whereby one of God’s persons will always be God and creature in union. 

But in the beginning of the incarnation, it was fallen humanity that God joined himself to. 

For only the assumed is healed. Jesus was no super human. He was God, yes; but at the 

same time “without confusion, without division, without change, without separation”
7
 he 

was human just like you and me. For if Jesus did not take our humanity (with all of our 

weaknesses), our “leprous humanity” upon himself (as Ireneus puts it),
8
 then our 

humanity doesn’t come under atonement. But he did; he took our fallen flesh upon 

himself and crucified it. He was in full solidarity with this fallen world, without himself 

committing any evil, but he allowed himself to be treated as if he did. He hung out with 

sinners, so much so that he was even crucified in the middle of us, as if he deserved it as 

much as we do. “God made him who had no sin to be sin for us.” 

So we’re looking at Jesus through the Creation, Fall, Re-creation lenses. And so now, as 

I’ve already begun to describe, not only did Jesus fully participate in creation in his 

incarnation, but also, he was imputed with the sin of the Fall. All that we owe was 

charged to his account.  

How can I bring this reality home to you? Jesus died for you, sinner, in your place, in 

your stead. Listen, lustful one, Jesus was severed from the Father as if he had chosen to 

have eyes full of adultery rather than full of God’s splendor. Thus, the blood and sweat 
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dripped into his eyes, and blinded this servant. Listen, angry and irritable one, Jesus died 

for you as if he had hated his brother in his heart and thus murdered someone made in 

God’s image. Thus his heart melted like wax within his chest. Hear this, slanderer and 

gossip, backbiter, maligner, scoffer, Jesus died for you, as if he had committed your sins, 

spending his days cutting people down to lift himself up. Thus he gave himself to be cut 

down that you might be lifted up. Hear this, covetous one, Jesus’ hands were nailed to the 

splintered wood, as if he had not chosen the Lord as his portion but rather property not 

his own, as if his hands reached out to golden idols rather than up to God in worship. 

Look, the sins you committed last night made the daylight dark on that day 2,000 years 

ago. The passing pleasures of sin we long for and immerse ourselves in, became like the 

waters of the flood that came up to Jesus’ neck until he allowed himself to drown so that 

we might breathe the air like a newborn. 

So we’ve seen that the Creator fully participated in fallen creation sinlessly. He was 

imputed with all the guilt of his fallen people. And now we are finally ready to see that 

Jesus became the first real installment of the new creation, in his resurrection from the 

dead! He is the beginning, the Firstborn from the dead, that in everything he might be 

preeminent. The only reason we have already begun to participate in the new world to 

come, is that it already came before us in the resurrected Lord Jesus Christ. The new 

creation is as good as made!  

Now Jesus is the head of a restored humanity that has begun to be created. He is fully 

human the way humans were always meant to be, upright, holy, loving, and alive 

forevermore! You see, it’s no excuse for sin to say you did it because you’re only human. 

Humans are limited, but real humans don’t sin; they relate to God and his creatures with 

love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, and self control. 

So how can we relate to God and his creation in this way? The same Spirit who filled 

Bezalel and Oholiab to make the Tabernacle fills Christians to bear fruit for God. These 

things (love, joy, peace, etc.) are described as the fruit of the Spirit. It was the Holy Spirit 

who caused the virgin to give birth to Jesus, and it was the Holy Spirit who raised Christ 

from the dead. The Holy Spirit is the great blessing the Father bestowed upon his Son at 

his resurrection. And if you are in Christ, crucified with him, then you are also already 

spiritually raised with him and can anticipate a physical resurrection like his when he 

returns. This resurrection power is the Holy Spirit, one of God’s three persons. So it is the 

Spirit who gives life. The Spirit allows us to live a life of new creation love. 

How does he do that? The Spirit engrafts us to Jesus, The True Vine, so that we abide in 

him and bear fruit that lasts. He unites us to and showcases all that God is for us in 

Christ. The Spirit particularly shows us Jesus in his first and second comings. 

We need to see this substance of our hope and faith, so that the Holy Spirit can produce 

holy love in us thereby. But this river gets dammed by our false hopes and false 

assurances. So a little introspection is in order. As J. C. Ryle says, “We must make time 

occasionally for sitting down and calmly looking within, and examining how matters 

stand between our own selves and Christ. The omission of the practice is the true account 

of many a backsliding which shocks the Church, and gives occasion to the world to 

blaspheme.”
9
 We must ask ourselves and one another introspective questions, like: How 

do you function as if the new world’s construction were entirely dependent on you? And 
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what has taken the place of or obscured your hope in Christ’s second coming, when he 

recreates the cosmos? And why? 

I was cataloguing artwork at my job a week or two ago, when I happened upon a rather 

ugly piece, entitled, “On the Wave to the Future.” We in our small, technologically-

advanced world have a lot of hope in the wave we’re riding, thinking that human progress 

is inevitable. We’ve “got to believe it’s getting better; it’s getting better all the time.” But 

on what do we base that hope? Sadly, much of our optimism is based on our own ability. 

We would trust in ourselves and in our own works. We would love to somehow save the 

world in our own steam and ignore God. We would be our own Savior, and thereby we 

would cut ourselves off from the one and only Savior God has provided. 

But self-salvation isn’t just something the world is guilty of trusting in; it’s something we 

all try to do. We put on a happy face, pretending like we don’t need restoration. We act 

like we’ve already been fully restored, and like life doesn’t really suck sometimes. But 

this whole world is fallen and dying. And pretending that it isn’t not only hardens our 

hearts from feeling our deep longings for restoration, but also hinders us from seeing and 

savoring the restoration that God has promised, that surely is coming, and surely has 

already begun in Christ. 

If we fail to appreciate that the new world is as good as made, then we will fail to become 

genuinely loving. Having our hopes fixed fully on the grace that is to be revealed at 

Christ’s second coming helps us to become loving people. How does that work? I once 

heard it explained like this: You know how everybody is working for the weekend. Well, 

what do you notice about people as the reality of the weekend draws nigh? They seem 

happier, don’t they? They almost even seem loving, encouraging one another with the 

good news that, “Don’t worry, it’s Friday.” 

With the prospect that our desires for fulfillment will be met soon, we feel freer to 

joyfully help others. If that’s the case, then how much more possible is it for us, who 

have such an eternal weight of glory coming our way to enjoy, to be freed from seeking 

that in this dying world and rather lay down our lives out of love for others. We need not 

demand riches and pleasures, comfort and security in this world. We need not come off 

with a spirit of entitlement to these things. Christ has done all the work to secure a 

coming Kingdom, where God will dwell with his people. He will be our portion, our 

song, our hearts’ singular and exceeding joy. All of our deepest longings will one day be 

fully satisfied in him. Therefore we can be free to fill empty cups with refreshing water 

for parched souls now, knowing that our cup will forever overflow in Christ. We can give 

and give all that we have to live on, knowing that we will live forever in his presence, 

eating at his table, together with him. 

And how is it that we can be certain of this great hope? We can be certain of the coming 

Kingdom, by realizing that it already has begun to come in Christ. It’s as good as done. 

It’s a historical reality that we proclaim as the fulfillment of the Scriptures’ promises. Our 

faith in Christ is no mere subjective feeling. It’s based on God’s promises, trusting that 

what God says is true. And the fact that those promises have already become true in 

space and time, in Christ, gives us all the more reason to believe. Jesus’ life, death, and 

resurrection is not something “of only parabolic or …mythological significance.” So we 

believe he really will come because he already did come in history. Something really did 
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happen 2,000 years ago that means everything to us today. It’s good news. It’s the gospel 

of Christ. The new world, like the tabernacle, is as good as made. 

The Lord’s Table 

Looking back to the night Jesus was betrayed, we can catch a glimpse of what we have to 

look forward to. In 1 Corinthians, the apostle Paul shows that we can “proclaim the 

Lord’s death until he comes” by celebrating the Lord’s Supper. Jesus on that night spoke 

of the day of his return, as he broke bread and drank wine symbolizing his body and 

blood. St. Luke records that he told his disciples 

“I have earnestly desired to eat this Passover with you before I suffer. For I tell 

you I will not eat it until it is fulfilled in the kingdom of God.” And he took a cup 

and when he had given thanks he said, “Take this, and divide it among 

yourselves. For I tell you that from now on I will not drink of the fruit of the vine 

until the kingdom of God comes.” And he took bread, and when he had given 

thanks, he broke it and gave it to them, saying, “This is my body, which is given 

for you. Do this in remembrance of me.”
10

 

So we are going to do exactly what Jesus said, and in so doing we will both remember 

what he has done and look forward to its fulfillment in the kingdom of God that he will 

consummate for us at his return. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This sermon was addressed originally to the people at Immanuel Baptist Church, Chicago, Illinois, by 

Pastor Adam Smith on Sunday morning, February 27, 2011.  It is not meant to be a polished essay, but was 

written to be delivered orally.  The mission of Immanuel Baptist Church is to be a multiplying community 

that enjoys and proclaims the Good News of Christ in the great city of Chicago. 
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